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Finally, experienced consulting is available in an 

 OUTREACH FORMAT 

 for your patients, clients and athletes and can be brought right to your doorstep!  

Take advantage of our combined 38 years of experience using Postural Restoration® at 

the highest level, including 30 combined years as Postural Restoration Institute® 

Faculty when you bring in one of our experts for on-site consultation with your 

patients, clients or athletes. 

       MIKE CANTRELL MPT, PRC          JAMES ANDERSON MPT, PRC 

Let James Anderson, MPT, PRC and Mike Cantrell, MPT, PRC take what you know 

to the “next level” with a collaborative approach to integrative care in private, 

individualized sessions held:

 at your CLINIC  •  in your GYM  •  with your ORGANIZATION

Working side by side with James or Mike, you can see exactly how client 

progressions are considered, learn how to individually nuance PRI® non-manual 

and manual techniques and discover how to bridge the gap between rehab and 

high-level performance. 



Get MENTORED in your own setting

Advance the KNOWLEDGE of your performance team

Handle TOUGH CASES like never before

Deliver SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES

Build RELATIONSHIPS with people “in the know”

 
One of our goals is to increase the mutual trust between 

you and your clients. Inviting experienced consultants to 

assess the individualized needs of your challenging 

clients is one of the best ways to develop and maintain 

this trust. Moreover, private consultation visits will serve 

to build your staff’s level of expertise, improve your 

overall success rate, generate a stronger flow of 

business referrals and enhance client loyalty. Let’s work 

together and make this happen! 

Call (402)871-8060 to 
schedule private consultation 

for your patients, clients or 
athletes, including 

information on 
pricing and terms. 
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“Having had the opportunity to work side by side with Mike Cantrell and James Anderson has been invaluable in 
growing my skills as a clinician and improving the condition of my challenging clients. Thanks guys for the 
mentorship and for your friendship!”

Matthew Uohara, MS, CSCS, FRCMS, PRT  - Hale Inu Strength and Conditioning, Los Angeles, CA
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“James identified key breakthroughs with our challenging clients so they could enjoy continued success with their 
training. Thanks for being a powerful resource to our team of strength and conditioning coaches, personal trainers 
and physical therapists.”

Adam Vogel  - Pure Performance, Needham, MA

“Through his guidance, Mike Cantrell has taken my practice and moved it forward to a new place. His help with my 
clients and with my skills has been incredible. I am forever in his debt.”

Jason Thompson – Impact Health Studio, Newcastle, Australia

“Co-treatments in the clinic with James Anderson were invaluable in progressing our clinical application of PRI 
practice and solidifying our methodology. Our time together was packed with countless clinical pearls and was 
helpful in motivating our team of clinicians.”

Amy Goddard, PT, DPT, OCS, CSCS – Go Sports Therapy, Coppell, TX

“Our consultation time with James helped our team see the real world results we needed. It was amazing to watch 
PRI in action as an expert clinician helped us evaluate and treat our most difficult patients. PRI rocks and has made 
me happy to be a PT again.”

Randall Fukuji, PT – Fukuji and Lum Physical Therapy, Kailua, HI

I can’t begin to say how incredibly helpful Mike has been. He has mentored me, guided me with my clients and 
provided me with skills that have empowered me. Thanks Mike!”

Debbie Teller – Busy Bodies Personal Training, Newport News, VA

FEEDBACK FROM OUR CLIENTS:

"From Las Vegas and Atlanta 
to all points Worldwide." 




